Archaeology, Anatomy and
Automation at Science Camp
When asked if he would Ocean Networks Canada (ONC) – a University of Victoria
recommend science initiative that monitors the west and east coasts of Canada
camp to a friend who and the Arctic for scientific research data – gave campers
has never attended, the rare opportunity to connect in real time with scientists
10 -year old Michael on an exploration. The live stream was facilitated by Ahmber
from Tla-o-qui-aht First Barbosa, who is a Youth Science Ambassador with ONC, and
Nation was quick to reply, also a past Uu-a-thluk intern.
“Yes,
I would!”
Tseshaht campers were also given the chance to participate
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Michael is one of 67 Nuu- in a real archaeological dig in their Nation’s territory, and to
and a University of Victoria
chah-nulth
children aged eight to learn from renowned archaeologist and knowledge-holder
Archaeological Field School
student are sifting through dig 12 who attended the 2018 summer Denis St. Claire.
samples during the Tseshaht
science camps. Thanks to generous
As fascinating as the technological activities were, no
archaeological dig.
contributions from a wide array of Nuu-chah-nulth science camp would be complete without the
donors and the combined efforts cultural component, and this year’s camps were no exception.
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Each camp kicked off with an explanation and teaching
of Science Venture, Nuu-chah-nulth First Nations and
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Uu-a-thluk, the camps provided valuable science and Nuu- of three fundamental Nuu-chah-nulth principles: hišukʔiš
chah-nulth knowledge-based learning for kids.
awaak (everything is one), ʔiisaak (respect with caring) and
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the intimidating nature of science is to teach the subject in chah-nulth storytelling were also included in the programming.
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a light-hearted, hands-on manner.Science camp activities At Hupacasath/Uchucklesaht camp, kids learned about fish
Chamber of
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help children realize that science is an interesting area of anatomy through a dissection activity and then finished the
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study that they have the ability to practice, and one they day with a salmon smoking demonstration at knowledgeFisheries
holder Sandra Vissia’s smokehouse.
can potentially turn into a career.
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So much of the success of science camps relies on Uu-a• Andrea Rideout
our Nuu-chah-nulth people have the role of marine biologist, thluk’s partnership with each Nuu-chah-nulth Nation. The
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fisheries manager or fisher for the Nation,” said Michelle camps thrive when Nations provide input on the type of
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Colyn, Capacity Building Coordinator for Uu-a-thluk.
content they would like to see programmed, whether it is
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Science camp content varies from year to year based cultural or economic, traditional or cutting-edge. It is vital that
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on the interests expressed by each Nation, and this the Nations identify their interests, as this enables Uu-a-thluk
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year, technology was a common interest among the and Science Venture to tailor camp activities accordingly and
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Nations that hosted a camp (Tseshaht, Hupacasath, provide the ultimate customized experience for the kids.
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Camp instructor Schell summarized her thoughts on
Uchucklesaht, Tla-o-qui-aht, Mowachaht/Muchalaht
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and Ahousaht). To address this, Science Venture (Uu-a- spending five weeks in Nuu-chah-nulth communities in a
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thluk’s partner organization in delivering camps for beautiful way: “Coming into these communities as a guest, I
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13 years) included an activity around coding. By see people who have grown up along with each other, creating
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experimenting with a robot called an ‘Ozobot,’ a community that is strong and unique. It truly has a strong
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campers learned how colour coding formulas impact.”
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The impact Science Venture has had on Nuu-chah-nulth
are used to provide direction to an object.
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“When the Ozobot moved according to the children is also strong, and more importantly, unwavering.
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coding programmed by the kids, they were Uu-a-thluk is grateful for the valuable partnership and is already
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able to see the results from something they looking forward to delivering camps together in 2019.
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had learned and got pretty excited,” said
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Colyn. “They’re continuously surprising a child for 2019, visit www.uuathluk.ca.
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Science Venture instructors
Miranda Schell and Jodie Wiltse
with Michelle Colyn (Uu-a-thluk
Capacity Building Coordinator) at
Tla-o-qui-aht science camp.

